Spartan Shops Profits To Help
Construct Future College Union
By JUDY WALTER
and STEVE RECH
Spartan Daily Investigative
Writers
Contrary to popular belief, no
one is getting rich off the profits
from the SJS Cafeteria and Bookstore. The surplus funds actually
are returned to students, reports
William Felse, student affairs business manager.
FeIse’s comments came in light
of recent criticism leveled against
alleged "high prices" at college
bookstores and cafeterias.
He explains that the bookstore
profits, called surpluses, of more
than $1 million will be donated
to the new college union. The funds
have been accumulating over the
past decade.
Of this figure, $750,000 will be
paid for 25,000 square feet of space
to house a new bookstore in the
union, and an additional $400,000
will be donated to the College
Union program. More money will
be used to equip and stock the

Closes Out Year
PROFITS OF SPARTAN SHOPS, INC., a faculty-student group which operates the Spartan
Cafeteria and Spartan Bookstore, will be used in
the building of the new College Union to be

Photo by V;nce Streano
located on Eighth and San Antonio streets.
Above, Mrs. Edythe Crownover, Cafeteria employe, gives change to an unidentified coed.

The last edition of Spartan
Daily before Christmas hits the
newsstands tomorrow. The last day
of classes is Friday. Clubs and organizations should submit announcements before 1:30 p.m. today.

new store, which will have a capacity nearly double that of the
present one.
The business manager states
that the net surplus at the SJS
bookstore is lower than the national average for stores in the
same category. "Our surplus for
last year was $103,020-7.5 per
cent compared with an 8 per cent
national average.
Felse points out that the cafeteria sets up two reserve funds. A
2 per cent reserve, required by

state law, is for replacement of
heavy equipment. Another 2 per
cent is set aside by the cafeteria
for replacement of other equipment and sonic maintenance in the
building.
The cafeteria showed a net surplus last year of $16,508.
Some of the recent criticism of
the cafeteria concerned student
employees’ wages. Felse commented
that wages were raised July 1.
First semester employees now receive $1.35 per hour, with regu-

’Freeze’ Raises Plea
From Faculty Groups
By JERRY TOWNSEND
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Reacting to Governor-elect Ronald Reagan’s budget freeze, five
SJS faculty group presidents issued
a Joint statement yesterday, asking for a "prompt commitment"
from the State Legislature.
The freeze, which could seriously
affect State College hiring and,
subsequently, student admissions
for the 1967-68 academic year,
has not been spelled out as it
applies to the State College budget.
Because of the extremely critical time element in recruiting and
admissions, the faculty groups

called for "affirmative action" from
the Sacramento body.
"Commitments to prospective
students and to prospective faculty
cannot be made without some
assurance of the necessary support," the resolution said.
The statement was endorsed by
faculty group presidents Dr. Theodore Norton, Association of American University Professors; Dr.
James Clark, Association of California State College Professors;
Dr. John Galm, American Federation of Teachers; Dr. Richard
Thaw, California College and University Faculty Associtaion, and

Voting Begins Today
PA RTAN DAILY On
Two ASB Issues
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Florence Relief Drive Continues
The campus drive for the Florence Flood Relief Fund continues
today. A booth is located in front
of the bookstore to collect donations.

According to Dr. Sebastian Cas- collected more than $300.
"This includes," he said, "funds
sarino, assistant professor of foreign languages who organized the collected at Friday’s joint foreign
drive after SJS students in Flor- language clubs party."
ence asked for aid, the drive has
THOUSANDS AFFECTED

Stanford Coed Strike
Possible Next Month
Recent rumblings at Stanford
University indicate that unless the
administration does something
about its policy requiring undergraduate women to live on campus,
there will be a rent strike at student dormitories next month.
At a rally staged recently at
Stanford, David Harris, student
body president, gave his support
to . the proposed "rent strike"
charging that the administration
has done "absolutely nothing"
concerning the issue.
Harris made his statement
pointing out that the university
had failed to act despite a petition
signed by more than half the undergraduate women, a student
legislature resolution and a campus
referendum which backed the proposal by a vote of 2,448 to 2,565.
COMMITTEE FORMED
The newly - formed Women’s
Strike for Equal Rights committee at Stanford has called the university’s present policy on undergraduate women living on campus
an "abroealion 01 fundamental lib--

Co-Rec To Carol
Christmas caroling will be featured tonight from 7:30 to 9:30,
in Women’s Gym. Co-Roe will
feature holiday carols as its spe
Cial event.
"Elves’ Night Out" will he the
theme of tonight’s program. The
band "The Nu Breeds" win provide dance music for the "elves"
and the Co-Roe goers.
Applications for director of week
end Co-Roe are now available at
the College Union. They are due in
the College Union by Friday. The
Job pays $2 an Nair tor an average
W 10 hours a week,

erties on the basis of sex alone."
As outlined by the committee
the strike would take place on
Jan. 23, when the students would
refuse to pay their housing bills
that day.
DECISION SOON
In a letter to a female Stanford undergraduate circulated at
the recent rally, President Wallace Sterling said he "hoped to
make an interim report on this
issue to the trustees as soon a.s
possible," hut. added, "It may not
be feasible, given the press of other
problems, to reach any decision on
this matter for several months."
The rent strike also received
backing from the Students for a
Democratic Society (SDS) in the
form of a statement from Nick
Eggleson and Cal Davidson, SDS’
national president and vice president..
In their meeting with the Stanford students last ’Thursday, they
submitted a statement saying, "The
administration bases your sight to
live where you choose on financial
expediency." It said, "We urge
you to press the strike . . democracy in the university means student power."
TO STRIKE JAN. 24
Unless the upperclass women
are assured the option of living
off campus. Stanford’s students
emphasized that the strike will
take place as scheduled with the
failure to pay the housing bills
on Jan. 23.
Gambling that they can obtain
administration action on the housing issue, students at the "farm"
are toying with the regulation that
students whose hills remain unpaid beyond winter quarter will
not be permitted to re-enroll at
Stanford until their accounts are
settled.

Dr. Cassarino quoted some of the
tragic statistics of the Florence
flood, saying, "Twenty thousand
homeless; 7,000 businesses ruined;
80 per cent of Tuscany’s livestock
drowned; no part of the city has
water, while some parts don’t have
heat, or electricity."
Contributions from students and
faculty have been "cheering," according to Dr. Cassarino. "They
will go to aid the victims of the
flood, aid in restoring lost art
treasures, and otherwise help the
city return to normalcy," he said.
"Six million books were harmed
or submerged at the National Library of Florence," said Dr. Cas-

Speech Club
To Debate
Birth Control
The question of whether or not
contraceptives should be available
to students at the SJS Health Center will lie the topic for debate
this afternoon at 3:45 in C11226
as the college experiences its first
Oxford Union Debate.
The Oxford debate gives everyone a chance to contribute on the
issue if he feels compelled to
do so.
Termed a "verbal free-for-all,"
this form of debating, originating
from Oxford University in England, allows booing, hissing, footstomping and other forms of audible opposition during the course
of the principle speeches
This SJS first is being sponsored by the Organization for Associated Students In Speech
(OASIS) in an effort to attract
the attention of anyone on the
campus interested in organized
speech in any form.
The doors close promptly at 3:45
this afternoon. No one will be allos ed to enter after this Wile.

satin. He quoted from a newsletter from Annette Boemker, a
student from Humboldt State College, studying in Florence when
the flood hit. "The job of restoration belongs not only to Florence
but to everyone, as ’Florence, the
incomparable museum of the greatest creative period in the life of
man, is more than an Italian city;
it belongs to all of us, and its
restoration is therefore the responsibility of all of us’."
CONTRIBUTIONS SOUGHT

lar Increases to $1.55 per hour.
Operating policies for the cafeteria and bookstore are determined by Spartan Show, Inc., a
faculty-student group established
in 1956.
The chairmanship and vice-chairmanship of Spartan Shops board is
now alternated between student
and faculty. Dr. T. M. Norton,
associate professor of political science, is this year’s chairman and
Robert Serranno is the student
vice-chairman.

Graduate students will choose
two of four candidates running for
the office of graduate representative today and tomorrow.
Voting booths will be located in
front of the cafeteria, the bookstore, on Seventh Street and in
front of the Science Building. They
will be open from 8:30 a.m. to
7:30 p.m.
Students will also vote on proposed amendments to the constitution that seek to eliminate all
references to the office of executive secretary. Presenting the resolution to Student Council late in
October, the Campus Policy Committee said that the functions of
the executive secretary have been
assumed by other segments of
government.
Ernest Gambrell, John Ogle, Bob
Serrano and Dave Turner are
competing for the two seats.
One other candidate for representative, Kent Wolcott, sociology
major, was declared ineligible to
run last Tuesday by Paul Morey,

ASH Election Board chairman.
Morey declared yesterday that
Wolcott is eligible to run.
Gambrell’s major interest is high
rents charged for campus housing. He is planning to examine
better parking facilities, longer library hours and better cafeteria
food.
John Ogle’s five-point program
includes plans for college representation in student government,
greater research facilities for the
graduates, a campus beauty program and student participation in
curricula policies.
Interested in the over-all expansion of the college, Serrano
feels the development of a "big
time attitude" is important to
SJS.
Former La Torre business manager Turner wants to see the reinstitution of a yearbook, adoption
of a program budget, a curriculum
evaluation committee, and a formal
budget report to be presented to
the student body.

Dr. Cassarino, in a campus newsletter said, "We are asking you
to make a small contribution to
help this historic city re-emerge as
It once was. Administrative resources are available to guarantee
a prompt and efficient distribution
of funds. Make your check payable
to the ’Florence Flood Relief
Fund’ and send it to Mr. William
Felse, manager of the student affairs business office, Bldg. R."
An SJS junior art major has woni kirk, will receive $2,000 now and
Contributions may be donated at a $4,500 commission to build a l the remainder on completion of
the booth in front of the bookstore, welded sculpture for the Foothill the sculpture scheduled for next
November.
or at the foreign languages office Junior College library entrance.
The sculpture, depicted by a
The winner, Stephen L. Newon Seventh Street through Friday.

Dr. Ralph Bohn, California State
Employees Association.
Expanding their argument, the
professors noted, "It was to avoid
the adverse effects of last-minute
recruiting of new faculty that the
legislature committed itself last
year to a minimum salary increase
for the coming year.
"The operations, indeed the quality of the State Colleges, will be
gravely impaired unless the legislature provides some indication of
the financial basis for the next
academic year early in the legislative session."
The resolution also noted, "The
problems of higher education in
California are grave enough without additional complications threatened by the present form of the
budget."
In attempting to work out an
agreement, Dr. Glenn S. Dumke,
state college chancellor, has scheduled a meeting with Governorelect Reagan Dec. 21 in Los Angeles. The confrontation could very
well determine the future of the
freeze as it applies to SJS and
the State Colleges,
Chancellor Dumke has already
forwarded "decision memos," as
required by the original Finance
Committee memorandum which announced the freeze, to Sacramento.
The memos detail the State College justification for budget hikes
to meet increased enrollment.
On a statewide scale, if upheld,
the freeze could result in a massive
cutback from the $252.8 million
State College budget approved by
the Board of Trustees for 1967-68
to $213.2 million, which is the present budget.
Such a cut would mean some
12,615 students would have to be
turned away from the 19 State
Colleges. As Pres. Robert D. Clark
has observed, "This would be
equivalent to wiping out a college
nearly as large as San Francisco
State."

Student Wins $4,500 Prize
To Construct Welded Sculpture
two-foot model, one of eight in
final competition, will rise 15 to
18 feet. It is made from hammered,
welded bronze on a steel base set
In a circular pad.
The three open sides are tipped
with different height spires.
Newkirk says he will begin work
on the sculpture when he acquires
a welding torch and the necessary
materials which he expects will
cost about $1,300,
Ile built the model with a $50
loan from his father.
Members of the selection committee wet() Mrs. Mary Lou Zoglin,
chairman of Foothill College’s
Board of Trutsees, Dr. H. H.
Sernans, dean of instruction; Dr.
Richard Wright, acting assistant
direetor of the evening college;
Dr. Robert Sprague, representing
the district architects; and Barton
Be Palma, Foothill art faculty.

GRADUATE
STUDENTS
VOTE

SCULPTURE CONTEST WINNER Stephen Newkirk, SJS junior, center, Mrs. Irene La Barre and
Dr. Richard Wright, both on the selection committee, exhibit the $4,500 contest winning
sculpture. The contest was held by the Foothill

Evening College
for the library
The finished art
high and made

Association to find a sculpture
entrance of Foothill College.
object will be I S to 18 feet
of hammered, welded bronze.

DAVID
TURNER
GRAD. REP.
4(4r4(4c
*********
******** *********** *Or***
lierid Tumor A3460
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Council Backtracks
%seek of the questioning.

’1

sclectiv e Student t:ouncil questionof ,litilent oirit l i ttt on lockout. By

ing

thi-

time.

(our

methodical

Student

Council ha- taken enough preparation
to 11111N% 11 1%cmi the faintest spark of a
i-stie.
me,
I he sad comment on this event is
that -itch probably wasn’t the purpose
of the council. It certainly was not the
aim if the’ w Ito first issued a strong
recommendation calling for complete
it ion of lockout starting with the
spring ,eirie4cr.
Vtic-liorting Of W111111’11 students affected loy the title mow cannot take
place until after the Christmas holidays.
That w ill be touch too late to have any
effert on the uproming s e mester
this (opinion ballot
’,talky.
iug was to take place before Thanksgiv
Now. instea(1. the safer. slower, less
sure method of --eientifie" questionlo11114
1.11 this procedure
ealo do is bury the ashes.
1loo-1 likely it vs ill be spring semester before most coeds affected by lockout discover that any action by Student 1:ouncil has been taken at all.
111 thi- methodical backtracking
show- that council is ineffective as a
pre -sure group for this student in -

Since the power to change the rule
does not rest with courted. it now is
obvious that those affected must look
elsewhere.
The greatest potential source of
action is the ..kssociated Women Students cabinet. This organization does
have something to say about women’s
rules.
Since council may never get around
to sampling their opinion. Skonien affected by lockout nott-t make their own
influence felt. .rise. ladies. you have
nothing to lose but viour Owls
J.B.

Thrust and Parry

’One-Half Cent’s Worth of Goodwill’
Refreshments Favored
At Lighting Ceremony
Editor:
I should like to reply to Graduate Representative Phil Whitten’s statement on. the
provision of refreshments at the Christmas
tree lighting ceremony, is expressed on the
first page of Friday’s Spartan Daily. Assuming
that Mr. Whitten is a Christian, which I am
not, I do not agree that it is Mr. Whitten’s
place to object to such things. If I, as a nonChristian wish to object, I shall. And I shall
not need Mr. Whitt.en’s help. Further, let it
be said that I am in favor of the provision of
the disputed refreshments, and if Mr. Whitten

Guest Room

Social Reality Stressed
In Experimental College
Ily

hi

II

irrEN

Th.. I,

the Experimental College are not original. SI wrale. vertainly would not have
considered tlat.to startlingly novel., nor,
more recently. tsiteld hate Vehlen, Dewey,
lius-iII. Goddard or Goodman. They
New School,
fornit’il the framework for
for Antioch College, for Summerhill, for
Illaek Nlotititain College
1 et the particular
ept of Our Exlierintental College very definitely is a
re-poise to Me peculiar social conditions
of our culture and our times, and to the
failtire of the -free mak ersity.-

Th,

COMP %1ITNIENTALIZATION
e are re-winding to a situation in the
academic world which is founded on a
teacher-student relation analogous to the
pareni.child relation which characterizes
;n
porn Is. Further, acadentia includes a raalical separar
of the student
from the material of study. That which
,titilied. the mieial reality, 111 "objectified- to sterility, dividing the student
from life, The specialization of f
111111 k1101,14.11... admittedly necessary to
our e Hex technological and social
structore ii.. roduced an exaggerated
etainp.irimentalization of study anti understanding. I hi- has contributed to an overly’
parochial %let.. by faculty. of the role
of it, researeli and scholarship to a dis,’ouuiti,nuuiuus and truncated understanding,
by students, of the surrounding social
order: and to a loss of personal at
by nearly all, to the worth of study
as a humanistic enterprise.
Our experience in college has not
brought ’is moral enlighit’llment. An
initial task in establishing alternatives to
the present social order, making values
explicit., is an activity that has been de.
valued and corrupted. Not too long ago

" . . . but let others fight to protect them from those whose very
philosophy is to do away with the right of dissent!"

we learned., to our surprise_ of the "end
of ideology.Our professors and ado l i ll 61r:ours sacrifice controversy to public relations: their
curricula change more slowly than the
living events in the %s until : their skills and
silence are purchased by itivistors ill the
arms race: passion is called tinscholastic.
The questions we want raised what
really is important? Can we live in a different and better way? If UV wanted to
change society.. how would we do it? are
not thought to be questions of a "fruitful,
empirical nature.- and thus are brushed
aside.
What the Experimental College will
bring about is simply this: that students
will create and ilireet their own educations
they will decide what to study, how to
study it, what the role of the professor
(if any) will be, what requirements will
he expected in any given course, what grading system if any ) will be used.
MAN-IN-THE-WORLD
In other words, it will make education
relevant to the 111.1.111, and interests of the
simients! As Paul Goodman has pointed
out: "There is only one curriculum . . .
’ersal in human exwhat is basic and
perience and practice, the underlying structure of culture."’ He recognizes that cur’
ricultien is only superficially vdtat "a man
might to know:- it is more fundamentally
how to become a manintheworld.
It is to the credit of President Clark,
and indicates his honest concern for liummuian
resources and the value of learning, that he
-111 of the Experi
has been a stnnig 1-XI
mental College.
It is our hope that this experiment in
freedom - where students create and direct their education, and where their education is reit-% alit to social realities and
will blossom and expand
!terminil needs
fur bey I the ken of those who conceived it.

does not wish to partake of them, that leaves
more for me.
Secondly, simple arithmetic shows that $100,
culled from 20,000 students, comes to one-half
cent per student. I am not so purnurious as
to deny my fellow students one-half cent’s
worth of good will.
To conclude, if I do indeed object to anything about this fuss the ASH Judiciary and
Mr. Whitten are making, it is the dog-in-themanger image which they seemingly would
force upon all non-Christians. If giving us
such an image is a favor. then I for one say
that Messrs. Whitten. Thomas, et aiii may
feel free to keep their favors to themselves.
Alan Barbour
A 133Ati

Church-State Separation
Worse Than U.S. System
Editor:
I would like to voice my lack of faith in
the student Judiciary regarding the upholding
of Graduate Representative Phil Whitten’s
protest of serving refreshments at the Christmas tree lighting ceremony.
May I ask how separation of church and
state can exist in a nation that sanctions the
church actively by declaring Christian holidays national legal holidays? I have seen
church -state separation in Eastern Europe
on a fit st-hand basis and can say that I prefer
what exists in our own country, even though
I choose not to actively profess any religion.
Why must an iconoclastic minority have such

Staff Comment

Gift Time?
By JIM BREWER
Spartan Daily ASB Reporter
Excuse me, Mr. Spoher. Would it be
too mueh trouble for you to give the student body a Christmas present?
Golly, we’re tired of watching you play
politics. We don’t really care what council
bills you veto. We don’t even care if you
appoint your roommates to vital administrative positions. All we want is a few
concrete results from our $7.50.
Why are you afraid of your council?
You don’t act like you trust them. Are
you more interested in delivering studentoriented programs or in the maintenance
of your present, newly established, political ’machine?
C commend you on your promise for
a new ASH trend next year. A Winter
Carnival, an Experimental College and a
big rock ’n’ roll dance free of charge
sound wonderful. They definitely are programs designed for all of us. PLEASE
STOP YOUR ASH BICKERING LONG
ENOUGH TO DELIVER THEM TO US.
Don’t be so concerned about maintaining
your executive power. Remember that if
you have a practical, active program that
appeals to us, we’ll all be behind you.
Talk about power
how’s the avid support of several thousand students s lllll id?
So please, Mr. Spoiler, give us an ad.
ministration that works us a team, works
primarily for the smarm body it’s working very well at Stitnford.

a power of
society?

mandate

in

a

majority

rule

Alan Brainerd
A9746

Reader Criticizes Daily
For Elimination of Story
Editor:
Although this letter is intended for the news
editing department of the Spartan Daily, I
also appeal to the latent sense of justice
of the SJS student body. On Wednesday morning, Dec. 7, I submitted a concise article
announcing SDS-sponsored lectures to be held
on Thursday, Dec. 8. The article did not appear
in the Thursday edition of the Daily, even
though it had obvious time value. Thursday I asked the news editor why the
article was not in Thursday’s paper. After
some discussion, in which it was established
that I had met all time requirements, etc.,
he informed me that the criterion for selecting
articles to be published is the degree to which
they may appeal to the general interest
implying that my article did not appeal to
the general interest. It may be true, although
I sincerely hope not, that the Snow Queen
contest, the AWS Christmas card evaluation
and the Kappa Sigma Sweetheart Ball are of
more general interest than American foreign
policy. But, at the risk of being presumptuous,
I suggest that the Viet Nam situation is of
greater’ general interest than the MeterMolly needs of the San Jose Police Department,
SDS Is a recognized campus organization
which should be given priority in a student
newspaper over outside agencies such as the
S.J.P.D. Yet, in exercising its God-given right
to interpret "general student interest," the
news editing department chose to include the
above-mentioned articles, none of which had
Immediate time value, and to eliminate the
SDS announcement. I hope that this editorial
"judgment" reflects only the biases of the
news editors and not the general student
attitude.
Leland Lyon
A8184

EDITOR’S NOTE: Tim news editor regrets that
the SDS notice was overlooked accidentally and
wishes to emphasize that its being omitted was
not due to prejudice.
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By FRANK SWEENEY
For most people, Christmas is a lime
of Christmas trees, presents, family gatherings, ad infinitum.
For me, ids! Christmas was sitting along
a cold, wet, dark stretch of road with a
broken car and later sitting in a cold,
grubby, greasy gas station and spending
the night in a cold motel room trying to
sleep over the noise of my stomach growling front a lack of food.
An olti cliche says, "The best laid plans
of mice anti men go wrong," or something
like that. Whoever coined that phrase hit
the nail right on the head SO far as last
Christmas Eve went for me.
Since my roommate and I both had
jobs, we didn’t leave San Jose for home
until Christmas Eve, late Christmas Eve,
that is. About the time we got on the
road, the rain gods got mad at us and
dumped everything they had down Highway 101. We were in Iwo curs going down
together and both were sports ears that
were as waterproof as a sponge.
Tile water came in through the top,
the side curtains anti any other hole it
could find. After a while I thought I was
driving a submarine. Of course, the
upholstery panels on the doors promptly
warped from the water.
We got down the road 70 miles or so and
my roommate’s car began to overheat.
Can you imagine that, overheating in a
rainstorm? It didn’t seem to want to
cool off and he finally pulled off the
road with me right behind.
By this time it was 10:30 p.m. Clerk
ntas Eve. We waited, and waited anti wan,
ed. And the rain came down. Cars wets;
roaring by us anti the dark stretch of highway at 80 miles an hour. Midnight rolled
around anti we wished each other a
Merry ? I Christmas.
An hour later, the temperature went
down to a reasonable level and we pushed
his car to start it. it went hack up to an
unreasonable level, so I drove down the
road 28 miles to the town of Bradley
looking for a tow truck. There was none
but I found out if I had gone two miles
in the other direction, there was one at San
Ardo.
The guy at the only open gas station in
San Ardo said the tow truck was out anti
gave tne a piece of nylon rope. He said
he towed a truck with it
.e so I should
be able to tow in a little car.
amen have been a toy truck because
this rope couldn’t pull its own weight.
I decided to posh the ear back to San
Ardo, but about the
we got out on
the road my roommate’s car stopped, my
wiring burned up knocking out my light.;
and "three million" cars came down the
road straight at us. The Keystone Cops
coudn’t have done a better job than we did
pushing those ears off the road.
My roommate and three tons of mud
piled into my car on top of my luggage
and we drove back to San Ardo with
hardly any headlights, and they were
getting dimmer by the second.
When we got back to the gas station,
there wasn’t anything to do except wait
for the tow truck. It was cold and grubby,
but at least it was dry here. The ancient
gas station attendant smiled through the
snags that were all that were left of his
teeth and we spent the next few hours
listening to his stories of bloody accidents
on the highway. A captive audience doesn’t
have much choice.
Of course nothing else was open in town.
All the restaurants were closed and the
gas station attendant said even the "houses
of ill repute" were closed because the
"employees" were home eating Christmas
dinner.
There was nothing to do but grab a
motel room and go to sleep. The next
day was spent trying to fix the cars and
since the local mechanics were confused
by foreign sports cars, we had to do all
the work. As a result, I didn’t get home
until the day after Christmas.
This year, I’m working again anti plan
to drive down on Christmas Eve again.
I just hope I don’t have to spend another
Christmas in the small town of San Ardo
with its population of about 300 "undertakers."

SJS in Retrospect
FIVE YEARS AGO: The state department of
public works considered closing the three
blocks of South Seventh street that extends
through the SJS campus.
TEN YEARS AGO: Bob Titchenal, former
freshman coach at the University of Southern California, wa.s named to replace Robert
T. Bronzan as head football coach at SJS.
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO: An election was held
at SJS to determine if the college students
wanted a universal associated student body
card fee.
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Honor Society September Set for AWS
English Prof To Discuss Offers
Grants Coed Lockout Decision
British Queen BiographYTo Graduates
By JOE DEVLIN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"Queen Victoria: Born to Succeed" by Elizabeth Longford, is the
topic of today’s Faculty Book Talk
at 12:30 in cafeteria rooms A
and B.
Anthony M. Homersham, assistant professor of English, a native
of Chester. England, will discuss
this biography of Queen Victoria.
Reviews of the book were cordial. The Economist said, "Here for
the first time is a life of Queen
Victoria that tells the truth, as
the author has found it recorded
in the surviving archives of the
royal family.
"Lady Longford," it continued,
"fully undei stands her subject and
her period; she is remote enough
from them both 1.0 write without
sentimentality or rancor."
"She has prudently devoted most
of her attention to the personal
side of the Queen’s reign," said

the New Statesman, "sketching
the political background lightly.
Her book Ls elegant, painstaking,
often shrewd and invariably readable, and seems sure to attract
many leaders."
C. C. O’Brien in the New York
Review of Books said, "Very few
biographies which have reached
the public in recent years can have
as good a claim to be called definitive as has Elizabeth Longford’s

life of Queen Victoria, and this is
for several reasons.
"A biography, he continued, "to
be regarded as definitive, must be
based on plentiful materials and
very few lives could have been so
abundantly documented as that of
Queen Victoria . . . Lady Longford remains in firm control of
this material throughout her long
but nicely balanced and never tedious narrative."

M.D. To Discuss Alcoholism
At SAM Meeting Tonight
"Alcoholism and the Businessman" will be the topic of Dr. Donaid II. Rutherford, M.D., at tonight’s meeting of the Society for
the Advancement of Management.
The 7 p.m. meeting will be preced-
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Grad Appointments Scheduled

’ugh -

Graduation appointments are being scheduled today through
Friday in the Registrar’s Office ADM102.
All appointments are being made for the first week of January.
Anyone expecting to graduate in June must schedule an appointment with a graduation clerk. Major and minor forms must be on
file in the Registrar’s ’office prior to the appointment.
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’Studio Hour’ Presented Tonight
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OT Majors To See Advisers
All occupational therapy majors are requested to see their advisers between Jim. 3 and 13, aciording to Miriam Ainter, departmental
secretary.
Sign-up sheets for appointments are on the advisers’ doors. Preregistration is from Jan. 16-20.

mid

Loan Available to Education Major

’use

Junior, senior and graduate students are eligible for a loan’ set up
by the Lake County Retired Teachers. The $250 fund is available
to graduates of Lake County High School working in elementary and
high school teaching.
Interested students should submit a written application by June
10, 1967, to Mrs. Mary Hale, P.O. Box 966, Clearlake Highlands, Lake
County, Calif., 95422.
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6 Reasons Why You Should
Move to West San Jose
1 2- & 3.13edroom Apartments
2

Large Pools & 2 Saunas

4 Individual Patios

ents
merit
tufl.
the
the
mart

5 Spacious Grounds
6 Close to

San Jose State

For further information please

CALL 244-0686

at

any

college of

the

winner’s

choice.
Applications

are

in

available

ship committee of Phi Kappa Phi.
Deadline for receipt is Feb, 15,
1967.
Qualified applicants are eligible
for draft deferment, so military
service subjects need not be discouraged in applying.

Phi Kappa Phi is an all -school
ed by a 6 p.m. social hour and honorary society dedicated to the
dinner.
improvement of scholarship
Dr. Rutherford, currently affil- throughout the United States.
iated with the construction of the
"The fellowship LS one of the
Orinda Hospital, has practiced
means through which we try to acmedicine in Northern California
complish our goals," related Prof.
for over 10 years. He has been
Moustakas.
associated with hospitals in Oakland, Napa, and Contra Costa
County.
Tonight’s meeting will also feature the nominations for spring
Interviews for the Parents’ Day
semester SAM officers. The elec- chairman will be held today at
tion of these officers will be held 2:30 p.m. in the College Union.
on Jan. 11, 1967.
The Parents’ Day chairman coIn regards to the voting meet- ordinates and supervises the annual
ing in 1967, members must have fall Parents’ Day program. Sign-up
attended two of the last three sheets for the interviews are availmeetings to be able to voice their able in the College Union Building
opinion at the polls.
on Ninth Street.
Tonight’s meeting will be held
at the Sveclen House Smorgasbord,
1310 Arizerais, San Jose,

U.C. Zoology Prof
To Lecture Today:
Courtship of Fish
Dr. George W. Barlow of the
Depaitrnent of Zoology at the University of California at Berkeley,
will speak today at 1:30 p.m. in
S142 at the weekly SJS Biological
Sciences Department Seminar.
Dr. Barlovi.’s lecture topic will
be "Test of Appeasement and
Arousal Hypotheses in Courtship
Of Cichlid FistiCkl" A discussion
period will follow his talk.
Graduated from the University
of California at Las Angeles, Dr.
Barlow did post -doctoral work in
Germany.
He has written more than 25
articles on topics ranging from fish
systematics, ecology, and physiology, to fish behavior.
There is no admission charge
for Dr. Barlow’s lecture, which is
open to the public,

CALL NOW!

on the individual’s maturity and
responsibility.
The AWS Judiciary is investigating the possibility of abolishing
women’s lockout at SJS. It is
studying information from other
schools, receiving data from pre- I
pared survey sheets which are
being completed only by those
coeds affected by AWS rule, and
listening to all opinions, according
to Miss Nettleship.

E202 through Prof. Evan Moustakas, chairman of the SJS fellow-
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OPEN 24 HOURS
Miller’s
Steak House

Safe Fade
[CAMERA SHOP

163 W. Santa Clara
San Jose
292-3848

Studying
late?

MIDNIGHT
SPECIAL

ther
irdo
der-

COMPLETE
BANQUET
it of
hree
ends

FACILITIES

610 Coleman
San Jose
286-3838

Satisfy
that
midnight
hunger!

(11 p.m. - 6 a.m.)
Ham Steak
3 Jumbo Eggs
Potatoes
Toast
Coffee

SERVICE OF LESSONS
AND CAROLS!

Special Group Rate
for
San Jos* State College
Fraternities and Sororities

Every Sun., Mon., and Tom,
2 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Complete Fried Chicken
Dinner

$1.65

ANTI DIVEUNS AYAILR111.4j

poise,Ow.y. . $39-21AmmN

W0011/ SKIS,BQoaS AND
poLE5,._., .44 30wEenINTI

at the Chapel of Reconciliation
lath & San Carlos
the

tradition

of

S’rp-3-C4SKi PANITSI
OAILy... -$3 9-Ivaticom

King’s College, Cambridge: with

of San Jose State College.
All

the College Community is invited to attend.

Sponsored
ministries

by the

Christian

of Lutheran,

Ecumenical Council (campus

Episcopal,

Baptist, Roman Catholic, Presbyterian, United
Christ, and Disciples

of

American

Methodist,

Church

Christ).
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’RACKS FOR V. W.

SKI
AND CONVERTIBLES.

RACKS

HARDTOP

245 South First
Prompt and Courteous Service

WITH LOCKS,T00,1

NEw THIS YEAR .7
ONE/PIECE

Cxotic
Salon of Beauty

STRETCH

SKI- JUMP SuiTS
FOR -RENT
4 ValoONur,

(q1.1IzaLL,

DV
A TRIPSTe
BOREAL-RIDGE
FOR YOURGII019

HUMAN
HAIR
WIGLETS

12"

offer good until
Dow. 25, 1966

SK)
OUTFIT

$390,

VIC YAM 9401,441MiellIlD

REG
You Gcr
$54,85
evoky-r4ik6
SWALI.OW SKIS
RELE.ASE BINDINGG
ALUJt,ltjtA POLES
FREE MOVAITING
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PERMANENT
SPECIALS

SKIwoot.SOX

reg. $20 for only

15
12"

100%

ALL COLORS "

reg. $17.50 for only

SKI CAPS
souiq 96,4

offer good until
Dec. 25, 1966

COMNNATioN

COLORS

SKI GLOVES
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held
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WfTil

.. D vd, LKLISD
(ALSO STAND ARDS,SOLIDat

Tonight, Dec. 14, 7:30 p.m.

$1.55

uthbert

Mett’LOW RATES

W00-6 SKIS 4WD

readers from the student body, faculty, and administration

Movie & Still
*Cameras *Supplies
*Prolectors* Equipment
developing printing
rentals repairs

ow

SKI
HART-METAL gKIS.
LEARN QUICKER -

POI-ES

INQUIRE: Dave Goodwin
297-2896
Monday thru Thursday, Friday a.m.

After

FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
just present your staff or
ASS card

A

TREAT.

RT mEgegy,

PLUS
$35 worth of free meals f fine restaurants enrout and at South Lake Tahoe.

Midnight tomorrow is the deadline for filing California State
Scholarship applications.
The scholarship competition is
open to students through their
junior year. A 2.5 grade point
average and competitive score on
the
Scholastic Aptitude Test,
plus financial need, are qualifying
factors.
Scholarships may be used as
matching funds for Educational
Opportunity grants, according to
Donald Ryan, financial aids director. Applications and further information are available in ADM242.

Hungry
House

ivE yOUR36LF

SKI BETTER

ha
next

5K1
RENTALS

SIERRA SKI LODGING
The Sierra Vacations Gue,t Book provides AAA ski lodging
at beautiful Tahoe Paradise near Echo Summit and at Heavenly
Valley, both for $6 per day, weekends included, I to 4 persons
per room. Include’, TV., queen beds, and electric blankets.

State Scholarship
Applications Due

All Electric Kitchens with DISHWASHER

3 2

ciety for first year graduate study

Special Discount

Dance students will present their second Studio Hour of the semester this evening at 6 in PER262.
The hour of dance is free to all Interested people. Performers are
students of Mtss June Eby, Mrs. Carol Haws, assistant professors
of physical education, and Miss Sondra Horton, instructor of dance.
Studio Hour debuted in November as a complement to the Drama
Department’s monthly presentations.

riles

52,500 may be applied for by members of Phi Kappa Phi honor so-

Parents’ Day

nem4 gpiep

and
,eat.

Annual graduate fellowships of

Due to the. enormous scope of
any decision regarding lockout and
because of contract commitments,
no decision can be reached until
September 1967, according to AWS
President Jane Nettleship,
Miss Nettleship reported a preliminary report indicates most
women involved feel there is a
need for lockout to be retained
and juniors, like the seniors, should
be under a system which is based

SPARTAN DAILY-3
Wednesday, December 14, 1966

exotic Salon of Beauty
476 S. Tenth Street
open Tues.-Sat. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.

Mon. -Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p:m:
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Series Ends Semester
With Suppressed Films

Business Bustles as Art Sale Continues
HARLOTTE: WoNri
Fine Art. Editor
Over $1,10u at favulty-st talent
work was sold last week during
the first two days of the Christmas Art Gallery sale which will
continue through Friday, according to Miss Paula Truesdell,
Additional
secret try.
gallery
sales figures will not be available until the sale has ended.
The gallery, A127, is open from
1-4 p.m. Proceeds from sales will
go to the artist and to the Art
Scholarship Fund. Prices range
from $1 to $400.
Over 500 works were submitted for the annual exhibit -sale,
Among_
which opened Iii,

Jopt

11)

vriat,.11,114,y:1141.

Watercolors. collage, at cud -

ceramics, weaving and
jewelry.
The exhibit includes such diverse items as candleholders,
!sawing., my:. ;1011 rays, cookie
T.’pots, Candles,
Pi
print 5 and rn
Merchandise is vonstantly
changing as said items are replaced with newly - submitted
works.
Among the many interesting
objects which have been put on
display since a previous Spartan
Daily story on the sale is the
"Canyon" callatie by H.lbell
The work
professar
at
cuts.

Standing five feet and some
odd inches high. the cardboard
dough castle was made by mem-

films were chosen for this
final Classic Film program of
the fall semester by Rollin E.
Buckman, associate professor of
speech, and Charles Chess, instructor in drama. They chose
the films to be shown together
because they are the thematic
antithesis of one another.
of the Will’ is a
propaganda,"
of
masterpiece
Buckman said. "It is diabolically
evil and emotionally compelling.
’Night and Fog’ is a documentars: film showing the results of
the Nazi fanaticism," he said.
"T.iumph of the Will," made
in 1936, was directed by Leni
Riefenstahl. It is the documentary of the Nazi party conference at Nurenberg, but it was
actually staged, Buckman commented, like a colossal Hollywood production--staged not for
the benefit of the participants
in the conference but for the
The

bers of the craft class taught by
Marcia

Chamberlain,

assistant

professor of art.
St udent artists represented in
the sale include Carol Bottini,
R. V. Dawe, Albert Eisentraut,
Sal Ferrante, Donald Glaister,
Kirby Knoy, Joan Reizer, Lorna
-:iler
James Soholt,
Valkman.
Warnock
and
I ;a, tree Willett.

Triumph

Marilyn

by Btu Ba,ley

CATCHING THE MOOD

of the untitled oil painting by Donald
Glaisfer, senior art major, Sherma Cook, senior commercial art
major, rocks to the beat of imagined music. The work is one
of many on sale in the Art Gallery, A I 27.

( Formerly Nex-Door)
VALLEY FAIR
& DOWNTOWN

EVERY WEEK

.5 San Fernando
Open 6 Nights

WEDNESDAY

XEROX COPIES
10c each

LADIES’ NIGHT

Special Quantity Discounts
No Waiting
Copies Anything Printed

BEER 15c 6-12 p.m.

RENT

THURSDAY

(student rates)

HAPPY HOURS
p.m.

Leta model standard
New portables

Also PIZZA, SPAGHETTI & CHICKEN served

Rental -purchase

Free delivery

295-3805

10th & William

"Night and Fog" will be presented on the same Classic Film
program today, at 3:30 and 7
in Morris Dailey Auditor-

cookie ediface a hich fascinated
Ilmsel and Grew!,

BLUE EWE

PITCHER OF BEER $1 9-12

By JOE DEVI.IN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
-Triumph of the Will" and

resting retie: study in
brawn, yellow and beige.
The objeet which probably
"steals" the show. however, is
one which is not for sale: a
castle reminiscent if the sugar-

OFFICE MACHINES

OPEN 3 p.m. DAILY

96 E.

SAN FERNANDO ST.
295-6765

KSJS To Broadcast
Yule Events Today
Live broadcasts of the annual
Christmas Tree Lighting Celemony on Seventh Street at 5 p.m.
today and the alumni basketball
game in the Men’s Gym at 7:45
p.m. will be among programs presented today by KSJS, campus
radio station 90.7 mc.
Co-hosts of the "Spirit of
Christmas ’66" show are Mare
Roberts, senior industrial relations major, and Bob Meyers,
major.
senior radio-television
Producers are .10e PIterson,
sophomore industrial all inajor,
and Mike Brinks, sophomore
radio-television major.

use

"It is the most revealing and
Impressive of the Nazi propaganda films," Buckman continued. "Presenting glimpses of Hitler, Hess, Goebbels, Himmler,
and other Nazi bigwigs, it elaborates on the Nazi recital and
nationalist mystiques, exalts Hitlerphotographically
into a
demigod- and contains significant oratorical warnings to other
nations.
"Night and Fog" was made in
1955 by Alain Resnais.
Telling the documentary story
of German death camps, the film
uses color to illustrate the tranquility of the present in contrast
with the black and white photography depicting the horror of
the World War II camps.

9.3

Sorority To Give
Music Program

The lighting ceremony broadcast will feature a message from
SJS President Robert Clark and
music by the Men’s and Women’s
Glee Clubs and various high
school choral groups.

A recital will be presented by
the members of Mu Phi Epsilon,
international honorary music sosority, Tuesday, Jan. 3, in Concert Hall at 8:15 p.m. Admission
Is free.
The program will include
"Pieces Espagnoles" by Manuel
de Falla, "Le Prison" by Gabriel Faure, "Let the Bright
Seraphim" from "Samson," by
George Handel, "Cantabile et
Presto," by Georges Eneseo, and
Quartet, Op. 64, No. 5,"
by Joseph Haydn.

Background for the largely
spontaneous program will be a
party in the radio studio, SD121.
The campus community is invited to drop in for refreshments
between 4:30 and 10 p.m., according to the producers and hosts.
This will be the second consecutive year that KSJS has reported the Christmas scene on
campus.

Roberts and Hal Ramey, junior radio-television major. will
be announcers for the alumni
game.

cameramen who Ishatagraphed it.
"It shows," he said, "the
of ornamentation and mush’, parades and choral speaking to
produce tremendous emotional
response in the viewer, at the
same time stifling rational
thinking.

So what’s new,
Chicken Little?

"String

c-,tftlik "(:* vtist-

For the Chicken Laths of our
world, the sky is always falling. But
there’s good r
to believe they
bring this collapsible condition on
themselves
through lack of forethought.

f4’4

<Yr

As far as financial security is concerned, forethought means planning,
of course. And planning includes life
provides one of
insurance
which
file very best foundations for any enduring financial structure. Not so incidentally, Provident Mutual designs
insurance programs specifically for
college rnen and women, specifically
for you.

Students to Direct
One -Act Plays
Tickets for studentalirected
one acts, to be presented in the
College Theatre Thursday -Saturday, Jan. 12-14, will go on sale
at the box office outside the
the theatre Monday, Jan. 8.
Cost of admission to ASH
card holders is 75 cents and to
the public and faculty is $1. Box
office hours are 1-5 p.m.
The play bill includes Schisgal’s "Windows," directed bs
Tracy Thornell, senior drama
major; Chekhov’s "The Wedding," directed by Edda Emanuel, drama graduate; and Albee’s
"The Death of Bessie Smith."
directed by Stanley Anderson,
drama graduate.

So stop by our office today and
talk to one of our trained professionals. You’ll find him pleasant. informative, and ertremely helpful. Or
give us a call. A Chicken Little, you
don’t have to be.

A book is such a pleasant way to surprise friends
fauttily on Christmas morning.
And a good Msok is
still there to give pleasure long after the Christmas
and

if

".0

season is past.
A book is a very personal gift, too.
There is one to please every taste, age and interest.
Our helpful salespeople will be happy to assist you.
(Fret. gift wrapping, too.)

Ben Reichmuth, C.L.U., SJS ’57
Manager
Tom Niemann, SJS ’63

Open until

lest Seller

k,165(c

9 p.m.

OK SHOP

Thursday
119 E. San F

Bob Mendes, SJS ’65

Reprints
for Less
295-5513

PROVI ENT
MUTUAL

do between 3rd and 4th Ste

:L.Altz,"".1144

ARE YOU SURE YOU
KNOW WHAT YOU’RE DOING?

210

N. 41.16

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
ALAMEDAHunt

Jewelry Co.
Jewelers

CHICOClitford’s
DAVISStyler

Jewelry

Jewelers

EUREKAWilliam

Williams

FERNDALEMathes

Jewelry

FORT BRAGGChernott’s Fort Bragg Jeweler
LODIHaden Jewelers
LOS BANOSMachado’s Jewelry
LOS GATOSHarold Peters
MARYSVILLEPark Jewelers
MENLO PARKGeorge Hirzel Jewelers
MERCEDIngram Jewelers
MODESTOPetersen Jeweler
MODESTOVillage Jewelers
Jewelers

MONTEREYBergquist

Jewelry Store

NOVATOMcDonald’s

Jewelers

OAKDALEAtwood

& Velasco

OAKLANDLoeb

Jeweler

OAKLANDMasine’s
OAKLANDSpitz

Jewelers

OROVILLEDonner’s
PACIFIC GROVEWells

Imported Luxury! Wool Shirts
Our Famous Deluxe Quality
Pure Wool Italian Knit Shirts

10.95

Itewuldrly 18 96....

7.90
14.90

If

evaluation

C4-F2,40DI
Valley Fair Christmas Hours
eni.1 1(ir

Jewelers
Je nears

REDOINGHalling’s Jewelers
RICHMONDWilliam R. Stribley
ROSEVILLEMorgan F. Lawson Jeweler
SACRAMENTO--EdwIn A. Grebitus & Sons

People in love have a crazy way of getting wrapped
up in each other and forgetting about everything else.
So, unless you want to make a mistake, forget about love
when you’re buying a diamond ring.
you’d like some expert help, in fact, go see your’
ArtCnrved jeweler. He has intatItiful diamond rings trots
$150 to over $1000. Every one has a gemologist’s
Inscribed on the inner band. Every one is guaranteed.
So don’t get emotional at a time like this. Get careful.
If you don’t know anything about diamonds, see your
ArtCarved jeweler. He does.

SAN BRUNOBostrom’s Jewelers
SAN FRANCISCOShreve & Co.
SAN FRANCISCOEd Times Jewelers
SAN JOSEHudson’s Jewelers
SAN JOSEPaul’s Jewelers
SAN LEANDROChase Jewelers
SAN MATEOJohn J. Pecten
Williams Jewelers

SANTA CRUZDell

SANTA ROSAE. R. Sawyer Jewelers
STOCKTONSeymour Jewelery
STOCKTONBorelli
UKIAHJahn

ALtCa.rvecr

297-5707

See Dream Diamond Rings only at these Authorized Artearued Jewelers

BURLINGAMEKern

Soft, Warm, Washable Wool
Shirts in Color -Rich Plaids Regularly

i it

CO AAAAA of

Jewelers

0. Wonder

VALLEJOHarold

& Paul

WALNUT CREEKRinehart’.

Coed-Queen Works
For News Career
By DONNA SAAL
"This is Ken, my little brother," Valerie said. The young
Negro couple was standing in
the glass doorway of Washburn
Hall. Valerie leaned again.st the
half-opened door. Ken was facing
her-- one band clutched a literature book, hanging, forgotten, at
his side.
"I have lots of little brothers,"
she smiled, when Ken had left,
because Valerie is really Miss
Valerie Dickerson, a junior journalism transfer student from the
College of Great Falls, Mont. and
the lovely new queen of the Xi
Gamma Chapter of the Omega
Psi Phi, a national Negro fraternity here on campus.
She was chosen queen during
the homecoming festivities from
young Negro women from colleges in the surrounding area.
BUNDLE OF ENTHUSIASM
Valerie is a five-foot -four bundle of enthusiasm about the
whole thing. "This is my first
experience with young Negro
people my age. In Great Falls,
I was the only Negro student
both in high school and college.
"It’s such a wonderful friendship. I’ve been able to meet people just like ine that rye never
been with before." Valerie said
she found them very warm,
friendly and frank.
The change of schools freightened her at first because of the
size of State as compared to the
900 students at her former college, she explained.
In return. Valerie has assumed the duties of the fraternity’s queen---their little sister, more or less. Her job, she
Aaid, is "to add a woman’s
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Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

V9

touch" to their functions and to
attend their teas and exchanges.
A journalism major, Valerie is
emphasizing radio-television with
an eye toward the news media.
Her greatest goal is to be a
on
the
NBC
commentator
news," she said clasping her
hands reverently. "I’m anxious.
I’m very anxious to get into the

’Around the Tower’
By MAIO’ PI TNAM
Campus, Life Editor
’ring out the old and ring in
the new. That seems to be the

SPEECH CHAMPION
Valerie is well -prepared for a
newscasting career. Besides her
great interest in journalism, she
has an extensive background in
public speaking for which she
has won many scholarships.
In high school, she was one
of six finalists in the National
Catholic Forensic League’s 13th
Annual Tournament. She appeared before the Montana State
Legislature to deliver her prize
winning oration on civil rights,
for which she also appeared on
TV’s "Today Show" --her "first
broadcast."
Even with her intense ambition, Valerie is the first to admit that her "future is uncertain.
I might get bumped off at little
side streets," hut she is confident that she will make it
eventually. _

GOING HOME?
Christmas Transportation Special
For San Jose State Students Only
ROUND TRIP TO SAN FRANCISCO OR
SAN JOSE AIRPORTS
$5 ... San Jose
Airport

Air conditioned 1967 Cadillac limousines.

Reserve your seat now!

CHARTER SEDAN SERVICE
295-0551

Through,)ut my 99 years of
existence, I have always felt
that a resolution was something
that motivated people to change
their ways. Particularly if their
ways need changing.

But I finally have faced the
fact this year that no matter
what I try to do to better myself, I just won’t follow it anyway. So, in all reality, I have
decided just to he myself and
stop trying to fool anyone me included.

NBC GOAL

She was a pre-med student at
Mont.,
her
Carroll
College,
freshman year, but ;had to give
up her childhood rl ream for
health reasons. She was driving
herself above and beyond her
capacity, she explained.
Valerie’s second love was
journalism. So when her parents
moved It, Riverside she divided
to come I, 3JS and clarify her
major because. as she put it.
"Here (California) is where the
industry is."

latmliar greeting as we apor,,,ch
the New Yea’.

FACE FACTS

She chose NBC because of its
affiliation with the great people
who have influenced her, Valerie
pointed out, such as Nano) Dit
PINOI1, the While !louse reporter,
As the olaughter of Air Force
Lt. Col. and Mts. William 0.
Dickerson, Valerie has not always had these journalistic aspirations. "I have wanted to be
a doctor since- well, since I was
eight years old," she said.

Only:
$10 ... San Francisco
Airport
D7

irnrInneans; preemie

A New Years resolution is not
a good time for me because it
means I am getting older, And
as I age, my fellow friends I?)
and family have another chance
to tell me so.
Besides approaching that ripe
old age of getting gray hair two as if Press time this week
I have begun even to sound
a little older.
Students have the habit of
coming up to me and asking if
can do the monkey? What a
way to hurt a fellow. Of course
1 can do the monkey and what’s
more, practically anyone in his
Reifies van CIO it, h/O.

SJS Club
To Show
Skiing Film
"Ski West," Willed by graduate Jim Rice, will be shown
by the SJS Ski Club at 8 p.m.
tomorrow in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The film, which was produced
in two years, is a 90-minute,
color movie featuring U.S. and
Canadian resorts, which were
rated "outstanding" by ex -Olympic king Toni Sailer. The proceeds will go to the Spartan
racing team.
There will be some door
prizes, including skis, lift tickets, and accommodations. Tickles -are al silk) for $7 at local
ski shops.
The Ski Club must raise $800,
and the racing team the same
amount. The team already has
a budget of $2,400 for 1967, and
has received $800 from the
Associated Student Body.
Sixteen club members are
working out for the eight positions open on the team. Two
hopefuls are Mike Derouin, senior from Torrance and Dave
Dengenharclt, sophomore, from
Santa Rosa. Both were on the
team last year.
Alpine Meadows is conducting
a promotion program. Between
now and mid-January it will give
away $15,000 in season passes
plus 20,000 free one-day lift
tickets. The season tickets will
be given away on the weekends
of Dec. 17-18, Jan. 7-8 and Jan.
14-15.
A sweepstakes ticket will be
given to anyone visiting Alpine
on the Saturday of one of the
previously inentioned weekends.

ALL WRONG
Reader, you have us older twoph’ all wrong. We like to dance,
play cards, pop popcorn, and
watch something besides the
television set. So let’s get it

PLAN A HEAD . . .

n ii

for holiday beauty. Phone
294-4096 for a festive hair -do
created especially for you.
Skarn; 350
Style
2.50

n_
52 S. 4111

te

3

294-4086

Straight

1.1011

riaiN.

Age is not a

sign that you have to give up
everything. In fact, we have to
learn everything all over.
And don’t get us wrong just
because we pick on you college
kids. We realize we were young
once. It is just that times are
I’hanging, and you seem to have
a lot of things better than we
had.
So if you happen to see one of
us older generation walking
around the campus, remember,
in just a short while, you will be
one of the group, too. Shape up.
it’s older than you think. Besides, "You can fool some of the
people all of hisp. time, and all
of ’he

people

;

sit"tItTaN T1111TT,Ti

AWS To Sponsor
Card Evaluation
On Thursday At 8
AWS Writ .;...risor a contemporary card c5.duation tomorrow
from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. in Hoover
H ill. SJS students are sselcome

to come and evaluate the car-, Is
at that time, according to Miss
Jane Nettleship, AWS president.
The money making pr,,j,),
will entitle AWS to collect 25
cents per card evaluated from a
national card company. Each student who participates in the
card ()valuation will reeeive a
gift, Miss Nett estop said.

I 111 ist:11:,s utter)
;house planned by the Women
Over 29 is open to all fellow
students. SJS faculty, staff. and
any interested students, accord in!’ to Mrs. Charlotte Hart.
Mairman of the festivities.
The organizat ion’s hous e.
"Special Instructional C’enter to:
Women." 177 S. 10th St., Building V. will be open to visitors all
day.
Mrs. Hart and her committee
scill serve cookies, cakes. nuts,
()rem and tea between 2 and 4
p.m.
Paul Brandon, SJS junior, is
-retro set which
setting ut,
.;; -;
rflUSic.
will

some of the time.

But you can’t fool all of the

peo-

ple all of Mc time.Biqa, ;

CIGS

13b, 1111’,i11111’1,
; I Alia I

:I

Kleen15c
3 Hershey Bars
2 Toilet Tissue
Paper Towels
Crest lg. size

.....

15c
Sc
10c
10c
29c

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON
MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.
6th & Keyes
13th &

.P
. L

ill...

.

NI IM111101111.1=10110=7.

A ills, in now for
Moderate Prices
lo ihrau-Sty le Food
Corn plete Dinners
Roast Eastern Beef
Virginia Baked Ilam
Kosher Style Corned Beef
Roast Torn Turkey
Chicago Style Pastrami
Roast Turkey Leg

w/Minimum Purchase
of 52
and

4th 6 William
leta 6 Taylor

v;s4;7.1. :;111’t

,"1111’

...

1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.55

COMBINATION PLATES

Any 3 meats 2.25
Any 2 meats 1.95
Slab of nutty Swiss cheese .35
orders include choice of Barbecued Beans,
or Macaroni, Bread and Butter
Visit the Gaslite Room for Fun.
Ballroom Leasing.

Banquet Facilities,

Hotel Rooms from $85 per month.
295-2626

SAN CARLOS at MARKET STS.
Located in the Sainte Claire Hotel

SKI WEST
A

Women s Group
Han Open House

TRULY

Photographed by Bill Bayley

EXTRAORDINARY

SKI FILM
World’s Best Racers at 1966 Werner Cup!
Deep Powder Snow in Canadian Rockies!
Fatman and Bobbin meet S. L. U. S. H.!
Hilarious Mt. Baker Slush Cup!
1966 Falling Contest at Alta, Utah!
Skiing’s New Faces and Talents!

TOMORROW Night 8 P.M.
Morris Dailey Auditorium

Snowbug ’67
the only way to get there
We piled a bunch of San Jose State students together
with a new VW. And we dressed them in ski -clothes. Get
the idea? Volkswagen is always where the fun is (sometimes
Volkswagen is the only way to go).
Volkswagen is great for the slopes. The VW engine is
cooled with air not water. There’s no need for anti -freeze,
no chance of the block cracking. And there’s no draining,
no flushing, no rust.

Park your VW outside the lodge. At 2 a.m, it’s reedy
Just turn the key.

to roll.

Have fun with Volkswagen this winter (end all year
’round for that matter).
kt
from left to right: Bob Hoyer, Louie McGlynn,
Sue Rowley, Carol Onsted, Kelly Stephens, Kim Evelyn and
Jim Bohannan. Ins:de the car: Dale Chambers, Sue Skelley
and Jim Eediskimoff,

$1 donation
Donations will help to support the San Jose State Skt learn.

Spartan Volkswagen
1560 N. First St.

286-8800
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Will Use Hybrid Sermuda Grass

TWO-YEAR STANDOUT

Stadium Quagmire Set for Revamping
By JIM STREET
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
Spartan Stadium and Kezar Stadium in San Francisco are a lot
alike. Both become a muddy mess
late in the football seasons.
After witnessing the 49er-ChiSan Jose Point
ART SUPPLY CENTER
For family or friends art
sets are excellent Christmas
gifts.

Gift Painting Sets
Sets are best for beginning
painters. Complete sets in
oils, watercolors, c a se in s,
acrylics, and pastels. Our expert: will help you. From
$5.95 to $59.50

!:111a.
3 STORES
Downtown Son Jose
- 717
Ii? S 2r
Open 5 tli,jhis SA’.
VU
Fair Shopping Center
Open 5 nights
--M7sriata View Store
365 San Ar,0-;,1 R-1
Op, Dailv

4111P
eftb0

cago game in the city last Sunday the likeness of the two stadiums turf was strikingly easily
compared.
The Spartan Stadium quagmire
caused postponement of the Elks
Bowl soccer game scheduled for
Dec. 4, and through an interview
with personnel of the SJS maintenance crew, responsible for keeping the Stadium floor in playing
condition, it was revealed that
measures to change the scene
would start soon.
Plans call for the planting of a
hybrid Bermuda grass in the spring
that hopefully will lessen the
visible mud content. This type of
grass is planted in five square feet
pieces that mold together in a
short time. The new Oakland Alameda Complex was planted
with this type grass and has held
up magnificently, despi t e the
amount of rain during the past
month.
NO DIVOT
Unlike normal grass, the hybrid Bermuda does not tear up.
Instead of creating a large divot
with a football cleat, the hybrid
type will just show the marks of
the cleat itself.
Surprisingly, the maintenance
crew said the field is in much better shape than last year. The main
reason is becau.se the hybrid Bermuda grass was planted in the
center of the field at the end of
last year. This year the hybrid
grass will be planted from the
25-yard line to the goal line at

with
cape maxghuinan

each end of the stadium, and instead of replanting other parts of
the field as is usually done each
year. the field will be rolled. And
this brings up another advantage
of the hybrid Bermuda grass.
DO NOT REPLANT
Once it is planted, replanting is
not necessary.
Drainage is a big problem in
many stadiums, but with the addition of the hybrid grass, Spartan
Stadium will not be faced with

this problem. At the present time
there are eight drain outlets on
the field, but low spots created by
rains reduce their function.
A busy schedule by SJS on the
Stadium has hampered maintenance. This past season, for example, Spartan Stadium was the
scene of four home games by the
varsity footballers, two by the
froth gridders, and ten games by
the varsity and junior varsity soccer teams. There is also the Prune

Young Spartababe Cagers
Hope To Fight Inexperience
By LEW ARMISTEAD
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
One of the biggest problems for
any freshman basketball team is
lack of experience. The Spartan
frosh are trying in a big way to
overcome that fault early.
The Spartababes tackle the SJS
junior varsity tonight at 6 in toe
preliminary to the Alumni contest.
It will be the freshmen’s fourth
game, and they have yet to play a
frosh opponent.
Tonight coach Stan Morrison
will go with eonsister starters
Bub Le Fever and Bernie Veasey
at the forwards. Back-up center
Ken Harness will open again as
6-9 Coby Dietrick is still recovering from a sprained ankle he
suffered a week and a half ago.
The guard spots are question

marks for tonight.
On the injury aspect, which is
becoming an increasing factor
early in the season, the Sparta babes received some encouraging
news.
Guard Dave Malkin, who suffered a heart fibulation during
last Friday’s loss to the College of
San Mateo, has undergone preliminary tests. While results have
so far proved negative, a cardiologist will examine them before any
final decision is made.
STARTING GUARDS
Malkin, however, will miss a few
games. The starting guards tonight
will probably came from a fiveman group. Don Woodfin, Ken
Stahl, Joel Salmi, Rich Peraldo
and Rich Utt have played the most
for the Spartan frosh there.

(By the author of "Ray Round the Flag, Boys!",
"Dale (Jillis," etc.)

’TIS THE SEASON TO BE JOLLY
I know how busy you arestudying, going to class, helping old grads find their dentures after Homecomingbut,
hark, the Yuletide is almost upon us and it’s time we
turned our thoughts to Christmas shopping.
We’ll start with the hardest gift problem of all: what to
give the man who has everything. Well sir, here are some
things I’ll het he doesn’t have: 1) A dentist’s chair. 2) A
Mach number. 3) A street map of Perth. Australia. 4)
Fifty pounds of chicken fat. 5) A pack of Personna Super
Stainless Steel Blades.
"What?" you exclaim, your eyebrows leaping in wild
Incredulity. "The man who has everything doesn’t have
Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades? What arrant nonsense!" you scoff, making a coarse gesture.
But I insist. The man who has everything doesn’t have
Personna because everyone in the dorm is always borrowing them. And small wonder! Wouldn’t you be there with
an empty razor and a supplicating sidle if you heard somebody had super-blades that were super-sharp and superdurable ; that scrape not, neither do they nick; that shave
you easily and breezily, quickly and slickly, scratchlesaly
and matchlessly; that come both in Double-Edge style and
Injector style? Of course you would!
So here is our first gift suggestion. If you know a man
who shaves with Personna, give him a safe.
Next let us take up the thorny problem of buying gifts
when you have no money. Well sir, there are many wonderful gifts which cost hardly anything. A bottle of good
clear water, for example, is always welcome. A nice smooth
rock makes a charming paperweight. In fact, one Christmas back in my own college days, these are exactly the
gifts I gave a beauteous coed named Norma Glebe. I took
a rock, a bottle of water, a bit of ribbon, and attached a
card with this tender sentiment:
Here’s some water
And here’s a rock.
love you, daughter,
Around the clock.
Norma was so moved, she seized the rock, smashed the
bottle, and plunged the jagged edge into my sternum.

Bowl game and the Elks Bowl soccer game.
Plans are also calling for putting
a rubber matting, like that of a
track, on the sidelines of Spartan
Stadium.
Cost of the hybrid material is
not of utmost importance because
in the long run, it will more than
pay for itself. After all, it may
reduce the wash job on many uniforms following a game and save
on football shoes.

Free Coffee & Cookies
for Our
Christmas Shoppers
4-6 p.m. daily
(until we run out)

"I’m still looking for more leadership from our guards," Morrison
said after Friday’s loss.
Having a 1-2 record going into
tonight’s encounter, the frosh has
to wait two games to meet another freshman team.
Inexperience has played a role
in their two losses to CSM and
Hamilton Field when the older
teams were able to win in the
closing stages of each game.
Friday’s opponent, Monterey
Peninsula College. is another junior college. The Spartababes’ first
game against another frosh comes
in their opener after the Christmas vacation when they face the
strong Stanford yearlings.
ABLE OPPONENTS
While not playing in an official
league, the freshmen cagers will
meet some outstanding opponents
since their big brothers are entered in the WCAC.
The University of San Francisco
has one of its top freshman teams
In past years as does Santa Clara.
Stanford and the University of
California at Berkeley, AAWU
schools, also boast strong yearling
squads. Cal’s may be the hest in its
history.
The Spartababes meet, each of
these teams twice, and also duel
UOP and St. Mary’s in a pair.

UNDEFEATED ACE

tion this season, wrestling at
167 pounds. He won against the
University of Nevada and San
Francisco State, but will have a
tougher time, as will most other
Sparta grapplers, when strong
Fresno State invades Spartan
Gym Friday, Jan. 6. That match
will be SJS’ toughest of the
young season as Fresno finished
second in the recent Northern
California Invitational while the
Spartans were third. After the
Fresno meet, the first after vacation, SJS will face gradually
stronger opponents, including
Stanford and Oregon State.

BASKETBALL TOURNEY

We cordially extend.
Our Best Wishes for a Very Merry
Christrna. and Exuberant New Year.

AM

College Pharmacy
formerly Armstrong’s

10th St William

292-5502

Today is the deadline for entering the Intramural basketball
tournament. Intramural Director
Dan Unruh has scheduled.a meeting for 3:30 p.m. in MG201 at
which all teams must be represented.
The tourney starts Thursday,
Jan. 5 with action slated for both
the Men’s and PER Gyms.
Unruh will use the results of the
pre-season play to help determine
league classification for the regular basketball action.

He is also interested in getting
officials for the tourney. Prospective refs should contact Unruh in
the intramural office, MG121.
Unruh has scheduled a clinic for
basketball officials, Wednesday
Jan. 4 at 3:30 p.m., MG201.
SWIMMING
Swimming entries are the first
to be due after Christmas vacation. The All -College meet isn’t
until Thursday, Jan. 12, but deadline for entries is Friday, Jan. 6.
Unruh has planned a team captain’s meeting for Wednesday,
Jan. 11 at 3:30 pm. in MG201.

the

tin,

Vat Filmlove.

And greetings of the season from the makers oj
Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades, Doable -Edge or
Injector and from PersonlMs partner in shaving Insa,,. Slur’..’. Sisal e,f egu la r ur menthol.

I
I
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IIntramural Announcements I

From
Here now is a lovely gift for an American History major
a bronze statuette of Millard Fillmore with a clock in
the stomach. Mr. Fillmore, incidentally, was the only
American president with a dock in his stomach. James K.
Polk had a stem-winder in his head and William Henry
Harrison chimed the quarter-hour, but only Mr. Fillmore
of all our chief executives had a clock in his stomach.
Franklin Pierce had a sweep second hand and Zachary
Taylor had 17 jewels and Martin Van Buren ticked but, I
repeat, Mr. Fillmore and Mr. Fillmore alone had a clock
in his stomach. Moreover, Mr. Fillmore was the first president with power steering. No wonder they called him
"Old Hickory!"
But I digress. Returning to Christmas gifts, here’s one
that’s sure to pleasea gift certificate from the American
Society of Chiropractors. Accompanying each certificate
is this fetching little poem:
Merry Christmas, Happy New Year,
Joyous sorra-iliac!
May your spine forever shine,
Blessings on your aching back!
May your lumbar ne’rr grow number,
May your backbone ne’er dislodge,
May your caudal never dawdle,
joyful. Noel! Heureux massage!

Spartan

veteran Mike Herschfelt has yet
to be beaten in dual competi-

Book
Department

Give a Book
for Christmas,
it’s the Perfect
Gift.

Ill INI

fektripOoRil
330 South Tenth Street

Experienced
Foreign and American
Car Repairs
and Service

Brake service
Tune-up
Lubrication
Wheel balancing
Muffler service
Carburetor service
Bonus!

I

I

I
I
I

Redeem this
this, ad for a
free lube
oil
change and filter purchase) or exchange
this ad for 50 Blue
(lip Stamps. (Limit
2 ads per person.)
COLLEGE
SHELL SERVICE
498 E. Santa Clara St.
(at 11th)
295-9748
IM NMI 11

P.S. Our Art
Department
Wants to
Wish You
a Happy
Yule, too.

OPEN:
Mon.-Thur. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Fri. -Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
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Anything Can Happen at Annual Game

Spartans, Alumni Meet Tonight for College Championship(?)
By LEE JUILLERAT
Spartan Maly Sports Editor
Is tonight’s varsity-Alumni basketball tilt to be a serious affair
or no?
"He’d better not win," declares
SJS varsity coach Danny Glines,
referring to Walt McPherson, the
alumns mentor this evening in the
8 p.m. Spartan Gym game.
McPherson would be surprised
to winbut he realizes an upset
Is possible. With plenty of experience, height and weight, the alleged old-timers could give any
regular unit a tough time.
Leading the returning grads will
be five from last year’s squad.
S. T. Saffold, Frank Tarrantts and
Pete Newell are among the alltime SJS high-scorers who return.
Guards Jack Gleason and Guin
Boggs also will take the court to
round out the ’66 grads slate.
From the ’65 squad comes quick
Ron Labetich, a defender who preludedand set the example--for
the Spartans present scrappy
guards.

Al Jancsi, frosts the ’64 team, them this time with Saffold, Taralso figures to provide quickness rant is and Newell,
on the outside.
The Spartans may have additional help, too.
OLDER CORPS
Bill Clegg, slated to open the
From the older corps comes a year opposite Steve Schlink at forsurplus of height and weight. Big ward, will suit up for the first time
Harry F7.ciwards. 6-8 and 250, will tonight. According to Clines, Clegg
show off his rough -house style, has gone full -steam in drills this
which made him famous on the week.
physical teams in the early ’60’s.
"I don’t know if he’ll see any
He Is not the only member of action. We might prefer to wait
the old gang back. however. Burly until we’re sure Ise won’t have any
Joe Braun, who usually gives problems."
everyone some laughsand the
One of the team’s tallest and
players some bumpswill also be
on hand.
Bill Robertson, another monster at 6-5 and 230, expects to provide relief when the others bog
down. And just to add some
bounce, Vance Barnes, a 6-10 high jumper and one-time reliable scorer, will make an appearance.

In the record-breaking scoring,
’soundest players. OW (5 forward highlights in the weekend hPyie,
is recovering from a bone-spur which saw the Spartans take the fest Saturday, the board work
operation.
Consolation title after best- eased off somewhat but the Sparing Idaho State 114-85. In the tans still nabbed 56 shots.
9111.’ST FIGHT
Counted on to repeat their show
losing 79-67 effort with LAS, the
His return to the lineup after team combined to reel in 71 re- ing tonight will be starters Schlink.
Clarence Denser, O’Connell, John
his health is insured is not secure, bounds.
however. "He’ll have to move out
McConnell," states Clines. "Don
SPECIAL POE
looked terrific over the last week535 E. Santa Clara St. ONLY
end -he scored 26 point’s the first
night against Los Angeles State ’AgazzumaK2 CLIP THIS COUPON
and pulled down 18 rebOunds in the
first half alone."
Rebounding was one of the SJS
This coupon and $1.49 is good for a COMPLETE Family Night Dinner regularly
$1.79) any Monday, Tuesday, or NA, ednes-

Keating and Rick Carpenter. As

usual. Rubin Durand, Bob South,
Tim Holman and Keith Erickson
are expected to be ready for relief.

day through December 31. Soup, salad
vegetable; choice of beverage, entree and
dessert.
11..;

’mu

SEEK REVENGE
The Alumns also will be looking to avenge last year’s brutal
102-70 smashing. And they’ll have
three of the top killers firing for

REWAR
FIND’

THIS
MAN ON
CAMPUS

Tom Davenport
sk,nd P Pre,idmit
says
I Bought My

Your PSA campus rep is I
Steve Lewis
Phone 295.7780
---J

HE’LL SHOW YOU THE WAY TO CO HOME ON PSA FOR DRY $11.43

VANCE BARNES
... 61 veteran

Electra jets between San Francisco or Oakland or San
Jose and Los Angeles, $11.43. Fan jets $13.50. Between
S.F. Bay Area and San Diego, electra jets, $17.78; fan
;els $19.85. San Diego -Los Angeles, all flights $6.35.
Phone your campus rep, or travel agent or PSA direct.

FRANK TARRANTTS
. . joins alumni

’011-t

ME COLLEGE PLAN
exclusively for
THE COLLEGE MAN

v lotthr

Ask your campus
rep to pin you with
a jazzy PSA button.

INSURANCE POLICY
because
... Guaranteed by a top
Company
. . . No War Clause
. . . Exclusive Benefits at
Special Rates
Premiums Deferred
until you are out of
School

For Your
COLLEGEMASTER
outline . . . contact
Jim Harslet
Frank Hoag
J. M. Eaton
Darwin Shoop
Fidelity Union Life I
505 S. l0th Si.
286-6700

"Let’s unplug the computer, boys!
Start thinking!"

JOE BRAUN
... long vacation
BILL ROBERTSON
... big scorer

PETE NEWELL
... returns tonight

SCREEN SCENES

Pendleton.
Button-down
$15

TOWNE SPECIAL HOLIDAY
1433 The Alameda 297 3060

ENGAGEMENT

AN EXTRAORDINARY ENTERTAINMENT EVENT!

Douglas Netter Lit
The J Jay Frankel Film of

Production of
Peter filch Tchaikovskyls
Immortal Classic

A slim, trim traditional shirt
with placket front, back pleat,
hanger loop. 100% virgin wool
in plaids, checks, authentic
tartans. S-M-L-Xl..

A Royal Films international Release/ TECHNICOLOR’

DEC25-26-27-28 ONLYEVENINGS AT 83O PM

ALWAYS ViliCtIN WOOL

TICKET INFORMATION: 297t5.060

ART MARTINEZ

STUDIO
292-0778
896 South First
"Spinout"
and
"Munster Go Home
Student Discount Sates

Men’s Wear

HAPPY
HOLIDAYS

Well, a funny thing is going to
happen on the way to the future:
You’re going to have to think
harder and longer than ever.

SPECIAL LIMITED ENGAGEMENT!

R 295-7242

A lot of people believe that someday
computers will do all their thinking
for them. : I

Corner of First I San Carlos
open nightly until 9 p.m.
Now until Christmas
First National Charge
Banliamaricard
A small deposit will hold any item

Computers can’t dream up things
like Picturephone service, Telstars
satellite, and some of the other
advances in communications we
have made. Of course, we depended
on computers to solve some of the
problems connected with their
development. But computers need
absolutely clear and thorough
instructions, which means a new and
tougher discipline on the
human intelligence.
And it will take more than a computer
to create a pocket phone the size
of a matchbook, let’s say ... or find

a practical way to lock a door or turn
off an oven by remote telephone
control, or to make possible some of
the other things we’ll have someday.
It takes individuals ... perhaps you
could be one ... launching new
ideas, proposing innovations
and dreaming dreams.
And someday, we’re going to have to
find a way to dial locations in space.
Makes you think.

AT&Tfi

Bell System

loommill1111

nAn.v
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Sea Joie Point
ART SUPPLY CENTER
Per family or friends - art
serfs erg rarcIleat Christmas
gifts.

Gift Painting Sets
Sets are best for beginning
painters. Complote sets in
oils, watercolors, case ins,
acrylics, and pastels. Our experts will help you. From
$5.95 to S59.50

Job

Spartaguide

Interviews

INTIERLIEMS FOR TEAL’HERS
Ferris State College (Big Rapids,
TODAY
!Stich.). Today fur college teaching
Epsilon Eta Signors, F:nglish Honjobs
p.m.. F01310.1.
or Socielj, :;
101/ 1,1
’’’Thentesit Mailleth," a film, will
uPolit (
pony. Mechanical he shown and the constitution will
.ad chemical engineering as well be amended.
, chemistry majors are wanted to
Student Council of Exceptienal
work in plant laboratories and
Children. 7-8 p.m., ED118. All
plant engineering.
people who are interested in gifted
Bethlehem Steel Corporation. All
children and children who are hard
engineering and industrial manageof hearing, mentally retarded,
ment majors wanted in producblind, crippled or who have had
tion and sales and engineering.
brain damage or speech handicaps
may attend the meeting. There will
TOMORROW
Bethlehem Steel Corporation. be guest speakers.
Arab American Club, 3730 p.m.
.!.
"
For

The Ladies of Chi Omega
3 STORES
Downtown Son Jose
- 792.1447
1i2 S :
Oper,
5 L.
Volley Fair Shopping Center
Open 5 n.ghts
-Gciito-in View Store
365 San
Open Dai;y 8

extend best wishes
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TOMORROW
no meeting tonight.
Baptist Student Union, 7:30 p.m.,
MI1221. Christmas program at the
Halfway House. Everybody welcome. Refreshments will be served.
Chess Club, 8 p.m., ED413. This
is the 01st home meet of the sea-

Typing improves
neatnss and is
much faster than handwriting, allowing for revisions and corrections.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

Come in soon for the best
selection of new and used
typewriters.

Special student

discounts.

Modern Office Machines

felettiRoRi

124 E. San Fernando
293-5283

293-4588

Spartan Daily Classifieds
TWO CONTRACTS for sal..., cornea s ROOM & BOARD. Good food. Quiet.
boarding house, tor spring semester. $22.50 per week. No smoking or drinkMust sell! Contact Bobbie, 295-9497.
ing. 293-1311. 104 S. 13th,
WANTED: HAIRCUTS. You raise it, we
GIRL WANTED to share two bedroom
cut it. Pete’s Barber Shop. Two barbers. THINKING OF MAKING A CHANGE?
apt. with three other girls. $41 per
Home hair cuts repaired for $1.80. 58 S. Off campus. Dclightful large room in an month. 545
S. 7th, Apt. 12. 295-1899,
interesting house. Beautiful neighbor4th Street.
hood, Kitchen. living room & laundry LARGE CLEAN room for two male stuEUROPE TWA. SJS Group Flight. June
privileges. TV, library & sound lab. $50 dents. Quiet atmosphere. $30 per per.
14, S.F. to Switzerland: August IS, Frankper month. Call 295-5138 about every son. 617 S. 6th. Call 295-8858,
furt to S.F. Call 245.9182.
two hours In and out all day.
ROOM FOR RENT, prefer mature male.
AUTOMOTIVE 121
FOR RENT. Large 2 bedroom apartment non-drinker. Limited kitchen privileges.
near
SJS.
Phone
295-3476
or
266-0117.
Linens. $37.50. 475 S. 14th,
’57 VW. Good condition. Sunroof, R/H.
New upholstery. Best offer over $400.
184 S. I oh. 286-0409.
"ANNOUNCEMENTS (11

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

’66 MG MIDGET. Has all accessories.
5300 for equity and take over payments
of $48 per month. 734.0541.
-1-1Cit4DA- DREAM 300.in extras
tvlJst sgcrifce. TaLe over $30
yrnents. Call Jack. 349-3618.

MEN. Br -ht. quiet, single room with
kitchen, living room, TN. & parking. No
contract. $40 per mo. 532 S. 9th. See
Rick or 264-3994 after 6 p.m.
KENNEDY HALL CONTRACT for sale.
Spring semester. Call Patty at 286-5549
after 10:30 p.m.
WANTED. Two female roommates to
share very nice two bedroom apt, with
two others. Call 286-3712.
LOVELY exec. suite, Palo Alto. Corn.
pletely furnished, balcony, pool. Feb.
thru July. $170 a month. 325.9072.
NOW & FOR RENT nest semester. Furnished studio: one and two bedroom
apts. ,12 block north of SJS. $70 to $120
Per month. 48 S. 4th, call 292-7852.
ONE & TWO bedroom furnished apts.
121 N. 8th. $95 to $130 per month.
Manager #1. 297-5203.
LOST AND FOUND (61

H, heater, new tires, ski rack,
q!ue, good condition. Call 287-,
.r

LOST. Friday night. Ladies Henke ski
.
by 10th and San Antonio, Reward,
291 7898.

’59 FORD Convertible. Automatic, pow.
good condition. $200 or best
,
4954.
66 SEARS 106 cycle. 91/2 horsepower.
i
4 ’
engine, 4 speed, 100 miles per
gallon Only 800 miles on speedometer.
P.-4,
.i fion. $349. For information.
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SALESMAN SAMPLES

& all top name

GoLt ,:. .4F?,:leltai iF a
SALE
Includes
5 Irons &
1 Woods

FOR SALE. Ski boots, like new. Sae 10.
Cost me $60. Will accept best offer.
Tom Betournay. 208 fl Markham.
SKIS. 1 pair new Head Standards, black,
205 cm. $100. 1 pair Hart Galayie II 200
crn., white, with bindings. Almost new,
5111 797.2877.
HOLLYWOOD BED with bolsters, $20.
table & lamp. 840. 4
table. 292.4682.
AMPEX 1070 RECORDER, perfect car, I
price $395. Most sell for
1,49 free tapes. Call 295i aft, 6 p.m.
Svi BOOTS, Ladies 8, 320. Poles, wood
gdings, $20. tools & poles in
Hil;on. 264.1609.
64 GE nortable TV, $55! GE clock radio.
’
8 irons, 4 Stan 1:komp.
, $35. 287.1951.
TAPE RECORDER. Sony 500A Stereo.
Mikes. Like new. $250. Stereo
Pilot. 1508
$y
B-.1
$476. Mu,:
HELP WANTED (4)
PART TIME Ouirk

o

ANONYMOUS IN CLASS?

a uli_od
BTU

Willa RS f #1
111.91)

.biom sEn
:8 IRONS 3.WOODS
L
Balh
61"Gitr. SET g(5-111"lk
- COMPLETE
0. 174.00 6 999
-GOLF SHOES tte"
3.991 (ARTS 9.99 ’BAGS 5.991=6’ s
s

PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Term Papers.
Thesis, Only 35c a page. 258-4335.
TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaren.
teed. 243-6313. 9 SA. to 6 p.m.
LEARN SKYDIVING. Stevens School of
Sport Parachuting. Oakland Municipal
Airport, Bldg 727. 569.5358.

FOR SALE 131

ir" "

WO*

21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
snnuallv. Dave Towle. 244-9600.

Trail. Gond rongition.
sell, B.
5135’

IRONS_,0 "

99 ’ dm

Limited
Smile
Rel. 69.50

Hnt1DA

r ostrard to B. L.

.P.R.OsilLUBS 5999 611-313
1

3

Christian Ecunwnical Council,
7:30 p.m., Chapel of Reconciliation,
300 S. 10th St. A special ecumeniThere will be a meeting of all
cal Christmas service of lessons freshman nursing majors in 1113-108
and carols. After the tradition of on Jan. 3, 4, 5 at 3:30 p.m.
King’s College, Cambridge, with
readers from the student body,
faculty and administration of SJS.
SCTA, 8 p.m., 415 S. 12th St.
Informal meeting to discuss role
of SCTA and the Teaching profession.

ONE GROUP
MEN’S AND
WOMEN’S
STRETCH
I1 PANTS

OVER 100 RODS 6 REELS 1 MITCHW. KID’S liiI. Boor
craw."’" WADERS A
;ITO CHOOSE FROM -EVERY TYPE niSEM, RBI
n UnIT
=
no
cal
.....
ilogigE3W4E. ri;
NO
774,:),F
74 179 :07". 1,
r STAID" SETS Piller 2

5

Don’t R. F. (Risk Flunking)
Grades are often lowered
because of illegible papers
and late work. Professors
can be merciless on
these points.

CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold and
silver. George Larimore. 354-1273.

i1tiODS-1111.ELS 1/2 OFF

,

Typewriters-.

’57 FORD. Good transportation.’ R/H,
. - new tires, $100. Call Dennis at 292-

MItcheiLltarmaluXer-HaddonsOuick-ReddyPflemper-South tend Ocean City

,

287-0933
266 E. Santa Clara St. (Nest to Lucky Market)

PERSONALS 171

111.1110014

llortnto

CLEANING CENTER

FAMOUS BRAND. We promised not le vas
WOMEN’S SIZES 11 to 111.
’
1

PARADISE

WE TRADE RENI-BUY Rad Gons-All
tree. 1.11
GUNS and
GIM CARS
frem 1.1111
GUN RACKS
,.21.911
SHOTGUNS
16.59
St MIMES
AM9/111NITiONWALRIE.TALKIES

1966)

’57 MGA, rebuilt engine and clutch.
Wire wheels, radio, heater and new top.
292.2347 after 6 per.

SNOW SHOES-SLEDS-TOBOGGANS:EAXILt
Floor Samples
TENTS
WHITE STAG
Types
COLLECTORS

(Offer etuire, Der. 31

Angel Flight, no meeting. Merry
American Institute of Aeronaut - Christmas!
k’s and Astronautics, 7:30 p.m.,
Christian !Science Organization,. ,f*
AB107. A movie concerning a jet 7:30 p.m., Chapel on the corner or ..ra
10th and San Carlos Sts.
fighter will be shown.
,
Society for the Advancement of
Inter-varsity Christian Fellow-1
Management. 7:3(1 p.m., Sveden ship, 9 p.m., E247. Rev. Francene
behind will speak on the "Uniqueness of
House Smorgas Board
Soars), Donald Rutherford, M.D.. Christ."
will speak on "Alcoholism and the
The Ness Wineskin. 9:15 p.m.,
Business Man." The social hour The New Wineskin. 10th and San
will begin at 6 p.m. and members Fernando. The Jim Nail players
and non-members are cordially in- will present the seaiions most unvited. Nominations will be taken conventional Christmas d r a ni a,
at the dinner.
"And Ransom Captive Israel." AdOrganization of Associated Stu- mission is free.
College Life, 6:59 p.m., It lounge.
dents in Speech, 3:45 p.m., CH226.
An Oxford Union debate will be Rick Dowe, Berkeley grad., is
held dealing with the topic of con- speaking on the relevancy of Christ
traceptives available at the Health to collegians.
Center on the SJS campus.

0934.

P

S - 51K

One Sweater Cleaned and Blocked
Free with any Regular Cleaning Order

actives.

63 VW.

Reg.
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rtlembers please attend.
1
Nomination of officers for son Rho Epsilon National Real Esthe spring semester.
Phratere, International, 6:45 p.m tate Fraternity. 7:30 pan., Cafe- ,e
in front of Royce Hall at the teria A and It. Spoaker meeting.
Agnew project. There will he no John Minor, local real estate sales- !
meeting for both pledges and man will speak on residential sales.

Nursing Maiors

for Happy Holidays.

,TRADE NY’alfSkis-Bootsp,Pole
NO ornint STORE OFFERS
SE OUR I. -A-"

...7WAKARAW.

1 k4
0
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1n:rod
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Teed
lass size.
HOUSING 15/
LARGE ONE bedroom apartment. Cal,
pet drapes, built-ins, pool, garage,
washer & dryer. 2 miles from State. near
stadium. Furnished. $120. unfurnished,
895. 293.5366. 651 Nnrrinlo
MA-LE STUDENT wented tn sher-rk-leir-g-;
4 bedroom house near college. $31 a
month. C,ll Rink Sherman, 795-6790
Alterit f. in or 21/ /110.1, Isl. 41/1 daily.

G-5.3
60METIME9 A PROFESSOR MAY ESE A LITTLE LATE IN
(4-APING HIS FINALS IN TIME FCg GRADUATION,"

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
lust till out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Send to: Spartan Daily
PLASSITIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San 1030,
Calif 95114.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One time

3
4
5
6

lines
lines
lines
lines

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

Nu Emu FM limn

2.25
2.75
3.253.75-

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on canceled ads.

0 Announcements (1)
O Automotive (2)
O For Sale (3)
CI Help Wanted (4)
O Housing (5)
fl Lost and Found (6)
O Personals (I)
Services
(8)
Transportation
(9)

KNOW WHAT you want to say but not
sure how fo say it? Rewriting, revising,
editing. Jane, 867-1065.
TRANSPORTATION 191

One On

Add this
amount tor
each addl.
tional line

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

FAST, ACCURATE Typing in my home.
I.B.M. Electric. Themes, thesis, whet have
you? Call 371-1399.
WILL DO TYPING. Fast and accurate.
Electric typewriter. Reasonable rates.
Call 262.7466.

RIDERS. Non-stop to South East Iowa.
840 round trip. Leaving Dec. 16. 250
Bachman Ave., Los Gatos.
NEED RIDE to L.A. with girls, late afternoon on December 16 or on 17, IS, or
19. Call 247.6349,
RIDE NEEDED to West L.A. Dec. 16th
,If-- 12 noon. Will share expenses. Call
297.9816,
EUROPE. Riders wanted. Share expenses,
$399 round trip. June 13 to Sept. 10.
Prof. Mao& 264-9275 after 7:30 p.m.
NEED RIDE TO LA. (Orange County)
on Dec. 18th, Call Pat at 286-9483.

To

place an ad:
Call at

Classified Adv. Office - J206
Daily
9:30 a.m. - 3:50 p.m.

Nome
City
For

(Please Pralt)
Phone
dam

Address.
Start ad on
Enclosed Is

Send in
cash
(Data)

or

handy order blank. Enclose
check.

Maks check
Spartan Daily Classifieds.
Phone

294-6414. Et. 2465

out to

